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CashTrans and Wise Design Architecture have Teamed to Provide
Unique Branch Transformation Solutions!
Atlanta, GA. – Wise Design Architecture, P.C. and Cash Transactions, LLC are well respected companies
serving financial institutions for many years across the country. We are pleased to announce that
CashTrans and Wise Design have teamed to provide unique “Branch Transformation Solutions” to better
serve our mutual financial and retail clients across the U.S. Both firms recognize the critical importance of
facilities design from planning, architectural and interior design that support the changing needs in both
retailing and financial services.
As banks and credit unions expand their retail footprints, this relationship brings together a more
integrated seamless approach that supports our clients’ needs whether it is for ATMs, teller workstations,
safes, automated teller equipment, security systems, drive through equipment, etc.
“This is a wonderful partnership
that brings together masterful
facilities design with all the
automated and branch equipment
needs of our mutual clients.
CashTrans is delighted
with our expanded relationship and we look forward to working with the Wise Design team now and in
years ahead,” states Fred Ethridge, President CashTrans.
“CashTrans is a perfect partner in that it complements our services in a significant way by providing a
more seamless solution to many of our mutual financial and retail clients. This alliance also broadens our
mutual design consulting expertise,” stated John Wise, AIA President Wise Design.
About Wise Design
Wise Design is a professional Architectural Corporation located in Atlanta Georgia. For over 40 years Wise Design has been
providing quality Architectural and Interior design services. Our success is a direct result of our total quality control and client
commitment. For more information visit our website at www.wisedesignarchitecture.com.
About CashTrans
Founded in 1996, Cash Transactions, LLC (CashTrans) www.cashtrans.com is a privately owned company based in metro
Atlanta, GA. The company has served over 1,100 retailers and financial institutions across the U.S. with affordable ATM solutions,
automated teller safes/cash recyclers, EFT processing solutions, equipment maintenance/service, branding and merchant
services. In addition to deploying ATM and bank equipment, CashTrans also offers "Turn-key Outsourced Solutions" and a
complete service program that includes on-site and off-site technical assistance from certified ATM technicians and seasoned
professionals. CashTrans is a Certified Dealer with Diebold and also sells and services Nautilus Hyosung, Triton, Tidel, Hantle and
other brands of ATM and branch equipment.
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